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(:07).  The whole teaching have come to a CONCLUSION, that the time of Matter is 

over. Nano coating was posted 10 years ago, then to Gans which is plasma in free state. 

How to see Gases in a solid state, then to Plasma to rely on MG field strength, the 

"matter" we see depends on its field strength. Then started the SF with gases, but this 

technology is obsolete, then went further using Gans in reactors and created the "free 

plasma", and created from this 129 Tesla. To test this we watched the weight going up 

and down in the SF. Now in last few weeks with Alex we came up with The Energy 

Beads, and have put 70 kwh back into Grid, so the 129 Tesla was not imaginary. 

Universal Plasma Free Energy and out of this energy produce Fuel, food, flight, etc.  

(:18).    We do not need Matter to create Plasma, it's the other way around. Yesterday 

switched off the motors and still same Energy production, therefore we don't even need 

Gans. Anybody now can tap into U Energy. There is another level beyond Plasma but 

man not ready. Now man can be released from the shackles of Matter. Crafts that look 

tangible but are actually Plasma, this is how the skin of body is made, MG attraction of 3 

layers and creates above it a layer of tangibility. SO we don't even need materials to build 

a space craft. Next Thursday is important reveal knowledge, clarify what the Japanese did 

with technology, how they cheated. What is needed is one planetary nation, one central 

bank that looks after the needs of whole planet, get rid of corruption. South Africa is 

looking at Keshe technology. China has made keshe F a national asset.  Now work to 

open the Plasma, what are its hand, head, etc. (:30).  The Fat Boy shows reaction when 

some go near and by creating balance taps into U, it could even fly away or creates a field 

where it can't be seen. It goes with the soul of the man who made it. (:34).   No Gans is 

needed. Alex said you need the beads but you don't. The transfer of one bead to another, 

one Galaxy to another. Pattern is man he has to see it and other people have to do it, now 

thousands are doing it, but will you allow them to stop you.   (:40).  Move out of building 

next week, because owners involved in criminal activities. Goes over Nano coating, Salt 

water, Gans or very free plasma. (:45).  What you se as a Gans is really a magnetic field, 

but it has gravity pulling and magnetic pushing out, both fields. What you see with your 

eye is the boundary, the rest hidden inside. Before with Cu you could feed, but not you 

got a sponge. The environment is which it sits dictates what Gans you get. He draws out 

CO2 or CuO, each has different shape but same Plasma. He's showing the Plasma as a 

spiral, and the elements unfold at different field strengths.  Multiple interactions Sun, 

earth, water and core of earth. Another planet with different interactions will be different 

color, earth is blue. (:51). Interruption. keshe repeats. Darker planets have stronger 

magnetic fields.  (:59)..Where is the point of switch from M to G. You're looking at the 

structure of Plasma, without understand this switch over you won't be able to control 

craft. There is an order of how strong fields which release from center of plasma, proton. 

How do the fields link up? (1:07).  The nuclear reactors only have limited control, 

whereas Gans more. Describes the attachment of man to earth is gravity, but there is also 

a magnetic force pushing out from earth and by tuning into the magnetic push you go, not 

anti-gravity term, which doesn't exist. It's like sailing. When the reactor loses weight it is 

not over coming gravity, but tuning into magnetic and repulsion. You get yourself into 

the "winds" of magnetic field. And when you get close to a planet you switch over and 

tune to gravity. If you see a light on UFO it means very primitive, just come to town. The 

structure shows the intellect of the passengers (these ones are humans). All you need to 



adjust is what MG fields strength to let your craft release and having the right fingerprint 

to go to. Easy to travel to a star on a mono MG field and then switch over to a composite 

MG fields to a planet. The center of free plasma decides what is released, and why 

protons and neutrons last so long. Whatever doesn't get used goes back into the plasma. 

Emotions are also made of fields, and if you can control it, can change it. It's the same for 

everything, and man can control the plasma. (1:24).   You need to study the behavior and 

how plasma works, even matter is a plasma. You learn to control. For example, if you 

stopped the gravity but increased the magnetic, this is controlling the speed. The Chinese 

already can control plasma (Taoist past).  (1:29).  The creation of "principle matter" or 

Principle is the reserve matter, everything is in it, and it radiates out at a strength.  As it 

rotates the fields stream out due to fields inside, a ribbons of fields going out, and in the 

process also come back in. (Heavy attacks as they give out more knowledge.) As the 

fields spread out they interact with each other, their fields are weaker, and then get pulled 

back into centre, this is the gravity. So the magnetic fields are going out, but due to the 

weakness get pulled back in to center and becomes gravity, it's the same energy in 

different flow directions. when it's in balance it doesn't move, when it gets weaker it 

starts to move. By understanding this you enter the next step in controlling the system. 

When you release the magnetic it gets pulled back and releases more energy. As in the 

power units, you put 1 volt in and get 5 back.  (1:36).  Like the reactors they work in a 1 

to 5 ratio, but this is still the electron level because systems are a matter state. The Plasma 

contains much more, it's by controlling the environment. In matter you have the problem 

(loss) from friction, not plasma. No wastage in plasma, to control a free unconditional 

plasma. The 2 circle of beads, gravitation is on demand. (1:44).    When Keshe makes a 

bead he turns the head inward to the center, or it blocks the fields coming in. How you 

make the beads important, exactly next to each other, very careful, so the flows are not 

interrupted. You have to think on the filed flow basis. Wind first then Nano coat. If the 

fields align in such a way the wire becomes invisible. Again why he's against Nano 

coated needles. When squeeze nano layers current comes out. (1:56).  Chinese reactor 

demo. (2:08).  The idea of going beyond Gans. There will be opening of Keshe 

Foundation in China. (2:18).  In 1972 oil was 2.5 per barrel and they were refining 

thousand of different products from it.  Going over all the huge number of jobs it will 

create, unlimited. Interaction of plasmas with each other. How do the AA, H C O N 

interact with each other. Communication with plasma is instantaneously.  (2:27).  You 

won't have an engine to look at, have to trust instincts, connect to soul. Your emotions are 

made up of the same materials as plasma, as soul, Cu, Zn, AA. Now you have seen, there 

is no system and yet it is feeding Grid. (2:33).  an 18 years old boy in India started  KF. 

Somebody achieved lift but need permission to present. Can we fly Earth out of the SS, 

yes, but "she" might have something to say about it. We create our own MG shielding, 

which is the Skin, then the Aura, when you can control your emotion you can extend your 

Aura for kilometers, what goes out, comes in. (2:37). What does Keshe mean by 

Conscious, being aware, but I am, must mean something else? "Receiving the fields in 

correct order, you can see the fields the way they really are, regardless of coloring or 

changes someone makes to it, when it gets to you it is exactly as it was when it was sent". 

What is synchrotron radiation. It's a mental state.  How to protect yourself from Electro 

radiation, build yourself a SF and fill them with all materials on earth, which 

electronically can be adjusted. The Free Plasma will contains all of it and absorbs all 



radiations. Buy the most colorful ceramics and fill it with Gans's and let it run. Silica 

(silicon dioxide, SiO2) is one of the best, Quartz .  

 


